F350 upfitter switch wiring

If you want to add a few aftermarket options to your new Ford Super Duty, Ford Motor Company
makes things easy for you. This is a bank of four switches, with fuses and associated relays,
that provide two 30 amp and two 10 amp circuits. You may think that you missed out on this
option if you bought your Super Duty off the lot. Not so! So the big brown truck has brought
your package of parts, or you have visited your local Ford dealer and bought all of the Ford
stock items and you are ready to start your installation. Two M5 x Hex heads are easier to
tighten with a socket set. Approximate time of installation: One to two hours. This is the whole
installation from tear down to clean up and test. Take time and do the job right. Remove
everything from both the driver and passenger side glove box. Some refer to the driver side
glove box as the ashtray Tilt the door of the passenger side glove box down fully by pressing
the sides of the passenger side glove box, until the tab stops clear the sides of the dash
opening. You may have to do this one side at a time. Lower the glove box door until the door
hangs completely down. Repeat the process for the driver side glove box. Remove the modesty
panel that covers the fuse panel from beneath the steering column by pulling on the handles
toward you, and set it aside. If your truck has the Tow Command brake controller, you will find
there is a tray to the left of the controller. If your truck is not equipped with the Tow Command
system, you will have two small trays installed. Trucks equipped with Tow Command modules
will look like the picture above. For trucks without Tow Command, another tray similar to the
one on the left will be in its place. The upfitter switches replace the left tray. Both trays are
removed by reaching under through the driver side glove box, pressing firmly up, and then out.
The Tow Command controller is removed by pressing the back of the controller firmly, which
will release the retaining clips. This will expose the space where the upfitter switches are
installed. Starting at the passenger side glove box, guide the wires through to the fuse panel.
Ensure that the wiring harness clears the travel of the passenger side glove box before
committing to a particular path for the wiring. Make sure that the connector for the upfitter
switches can be accessed through the opening you just made. Stay clear of the travel of the
driver side glove box. Look for additional sound deadening insulation. You will note that there is
a pushpin connector on the wiring harness that fits into a pre-drilled hole in the dashboard
frame to hold the wiring in place. Find the hole in the frame and press the pushpin in place.
Using these pins makes it easy to make sure the wiring will remain in place. Once the wiring has
been routed, mount the Central Junction Box mounting bracket to the dashboard frame using
the bolts you purchased. The mounting bracket bolt on the right side of the bracket is
horizontal, and goes through a hole in the dashboard frame closest to the front of the
dashboard and the glove box door, through the mounting bracket and the speed clip. The
mounting bracket bolt on the left side is vertical, and the mounting bracket sits on top of the
existing dashboard frame, with the bolt going through the frame and into the mounting bracket
and speed clip. Feed the upfitter switch connector through the dashboard opening left by the
tray you removed previously. Connect the upfitter switch wiring connector to the back of the
upfitter switch. It is indexed and will only go in one way. Take the upfitter switch and connected
wire and press the assembly into the dash opening on the far left side until the switch snaps in.
If you have Tow Command, press the controller in the opening on the far right side until it snaps
in. If you do not have a Tow Command module, The PowerStroke Shop provides a replacement
tray in the kit that fills the void left by this installation, making the completed installation look
factory installed. Fill the void with this tray by placing it on the far right of the opening and
pressing it in until it clicks. Look under the dashboard for the factory ground point on the
dashboard frame, located to the right of the steering column, to the left of the driver side glove
box. Attach the ground wire connector by removing any ground bolt, adding the ground wire,
making sure the tang on the connector fits into the slot, and then add the ground wire that was
there previously. Replace the ground bolt. The final part of the installation connects the upfitter
switch circuits to the factory wiring harness. Remove the fuse panel out by removing the four
bolts that hold it in place. You may have to lift up and then out to get the fuse panel to come free
of the dashboard. To the left of center of the fuse panel assembly, you will see an eight pin male
connector. It is indexed so that the connector from the central junction box wire loom can only
go in one way. You now have the four blunt cut wires left to connect to your chosen
accessories. To help you plan which accessories can be connected to each switch, use the
following chart:. There is no need to drill through the firewall to wire accessories to the outside.
Ford has provided four gauge wires that lead from the passenger compartment to the outside of
the cab. They are located in a bundle behind the fuse panel above the parking brake. There will
be 11 wires total in the harness. The other wires are used to control such options as
power-take-off PTO and provide additional feedback instrumentation. See the illustration
below:. Any wiring attached to these blunt cut wires should be made with moisture-resistant
connections, and the wiring should be of an heat resistant type with polypropylene insulation

per Ford recommendation. Ensure that the wiring is kept well away from the heat sources of the
engine and turbocharger. Ford recommends bare metal crimped butt connectors; flow soldered,
covered with adhesive filled heat shrink tubing for all connections. When all wiring is complete,
ensure that no wires will chafe or interfere with pedal operation, then bolt in the fuse panel and
reinstall the modesty panel by placing the bottom in first, catching the hooks at the bottom,
then pressing at the top of the panel to engage the snaps. Parts available separately from your
local Ford dealer. While many Super Duty owners enjoy their trucks for their towing capacity
and their creature comforts, most Super Duty trucks are built for work. A simple matter of
applying 12 volts to a circuit, along with setting the parking brake and having the transmission
in Neutral or Park, will bump the idle speed to RPM. What does a high idle accomplish? In
colder weather, it can reduce warm up time. In warmer weather, increased coolant flow and
airflow across the radiator due to the increased engine fan speed can reduce the chance of
overheating at idle. It can speed battery charging. High idle can maintain passenger
compartment heating and cooling. Super Duty trucks are used in vehicle wrecker fleets. In order
to drive the hydraulic pump that makes the tow dolly move up and down to lift a stricken
vehicle, the engine speed on the Super Duty needs to be increased. Or another. The utility
bucket trucks that have a lineman repairing electric lines from a hydraulic lift arm. This
modification comes from data compiled from Ford Motor Company files, and should in no way
compromise the warranty on any vehicle. Use an upfitter switch, because that is one of the uses
Ford designed them for. As you remember, the blunt cut wires for the upfitter switches are at
the rear of the fuse panel. Behind the parking brake, look for another bundle of blunt cut wires.
Ford calls this the Customer Access or CASC bundle the bundle is there so the trucks can be
modified by Ford approved body manufacturers. There will be 11 individual blunt cut wires,
including four pass-through wires for the upfitter switch circuits. As there is not enough wire to
reach from the fuse panel to the CASC bundle, you will have to make a small jumper cable. Four
to eight inches, depending upon your finger dexterity, should be long enough. In order for the
high idle to work, the engine management system must sense the following states:. Press the
parking brake, place the transmission in Park or Neutral, and then start the engine as normal. To
test the circuit, bring the AUX 4 switch up. The idle speed of the engine should increase to to
RPM, even rising to as high as RPM depending upon the state of battery charge. Release the
parking brake. The idle speed should return to normal. The Ford logo is a trademark of the Ford
Motor Company. This web page is not sponsored by or endorsed by the Ford Motor Company.
Text and illustrations copyright Richard L. Ray All rights reserved. No part of this work may be
reproduced without the express consent of the author. Diesel Database. Skip to content.
Beginning the installation So the big brown truck has brought your package of parts, or you
have visited your local Ford dealer and bought all of the Ford stock items and you are ready to
start your installation. Tools needed: Small metric socket set, 10 mm and below Other items
needed: Two M5 x Optional: Fish tape and electrical tape to feed wiring harness. Liquid
refreshment. Items you wish to connect to the switches. To start: Remove everything from both
the driver and passenger side glove box. Look for additional sound deadening insulation white
material if it is there, tuck the wiring harness behind it. This entry was posted in Electrical and
tagged Ford 6. Bookmark the permalink. Both comments and trackbacks are currently closed.
Tags 12v banks boost chip cleaning clutch cummins cumminsforum. Circuit Number. Amp
Capacity. Customer Defined. The Ford Upfitter Switches are optional instrument panel mount
switches Option Code 66S see Photo 1 that control passenger side mounted relays. These
relays power four blunt cut wires that can be found beneath the steering column and behind the
passenger compartment fuse panel also called the Central Junction Box CJB. The four wires are
as follows see Photo 3 :. To find the wires:. Remove the fuse panel trim cover below the steering
column. Remove the four fasteners holding the CJB. Lower the CJB without disconnecting any
connectors. Operating Procedure:. The Upfitter Switches are operational when the ignition key
is in the run position see Attachment I. The Upfitter Switches cannot be utilized in any other
operational mode. The Ford Upfitter Switches are optional instrument panel mount switches
Option Code 66S that control passenger side mounted relays. These relays power four blunt cut
wires that are taped on
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a harness near the relay pack that can be found beneath the instrument panel and to the left of
the steering column. The four blunt cut wires are as follows:. Remove the trim cover below the
steering column. Locate the relay pack beneath the instrument panel and to the left of the
steering column. Locate the four blunt cut wires with shrink wrap on the harness near the relay

pack. Trying to find the wires for the upfitter switches on your Super Duty? Ya, Ford apparently
has a sense of humor. Got to love it. After getting out my multi-meter, I switched on each
upfitter switch one by one and tested the wires for volts. Sure enough, these were them. Above
you can see where I took the red wire looks orange and connected it to the white wire that Ford
provided to go through the fire wall. The wire comes out at the top of the firewall in the engine
compartment on the drivers side. From there I attached the wiring for some marker lights on my
running boards. Ford Super Duty Upfitter Switches.

